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Subject and Predicate 
 
The subject and predicate of a sentence are the two basic parts: 
 

The complete subject tells who or what is doing something 
 

The complete predicate tells what the subject is doing. 
 

The simple subject is the subject without the words that modify it. 
 

The simple predicate is the verb without the words that modify it. 
 

Complete Subject Complete Predicate 
The big dog ran straight towards me. 
My little brother is taking a long nap. 
Spaghetti and lasagna taste good with garlic bread. 

 
Simple Subject Simple Predicate 
dog ran 
brother is taking 
Spaghetti and lasagna taste 

 
Fragments 

 
When sentences are incomplete thoughts, they are called fragments.  A fragment may 

be missing a subject or a predicate or even both. 
 

Fragment Complete Sentence 
Are playing games today. The children are playing games today. 
 (Add a subject to complete it.) 
Horses during a storm. Horses frolic during a storm. 
 (Add a predicate to complete it.) 
A piece of chocolate cake. He asked for a piece of chocolate cake. 
 (Add a subject and a predicate.) 

 
Simple and Compound Sentences 

 
A compound sentence is two or more independent clauses connected by and, but, 

so, nor, and yet.  (An independent clause is an independent thought and can 
stand alone as a complete sentence.) 

 
Simple Sentence 
We are going to town. 
We will spend time at the mall. 

 
Compound Sentence 
We are going to town, and we will spend time at the mall. 
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Common and Proper Nouns 
 
A common noun does not name a particular person, place, or thing. 
 

People cousin, sister, friend, child, boy, mother 
 

Places valley, street, house, school, town, store, mall  
 

Things pencils, computer, car, make-up, sweater 
 

Ideas love, joy, anger, peace, democracy 
 
A proper noun names a particular person, place, or thing.  Proper nouns are always 

capitalized. 
 

People Mrs. Johnson, Aunt Martha, Anna, Mark 
 

Places Dallas, New York, Europe, Maricopa County, Lake Michigan 
 

Things Ford Motor Company, Brooklyn Bridge, Boeing 747 
 
A concrete noun names something that is real and can be seen and touched.  

Concrete nouns can be either common or proper. 
 

Girl Scouts, Empire State Building, Pacific Ocean, troupe, office, water 
 
Abstract noun names things that you can picture in your mind but you cannot actually 

see or touch it.  Abstract nouns can be either common or proper. 
 

happiness, love, democracy, poverty, Christianity, Hinduism 
 
A collective noun names a group or collection of people, animals, or things. 
 

People family, tribe, union 
 

Animals pack, flock, herd 
 

Things bunch, batch, cluster 
 

Plural Nouns 
 
To change most nouns from singular to plural, just add s. 
 

Singular Plural 
girl girls 
airplane airplanes 
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Add es to nouns that end in sh, ch, s, x, z, and  sometimes o 
 

Singular Plural 
bush bushes 
peach peaches 
lass lasses 
fox foxes 
buzz buzzes 
tomato tomatoes 

 
For nouns ending in f or fe the plural is formed in two ways: 
 

1. If the final f sound is still heard in the plural form of the word, just add s. 
 

Singular Plural 
roof roofs 
belief beliefs 

 
2. If the final sound is a v sound in the plural form of the word then change the f 

or fe to v and add es. 
 

Singular Plural 
loaf loaves 
shelf shelves 
wife wives 

 
For nouns ending in y the plural is formed in two ways: 
 

1. Add s to nouns with a vowel before the y. 
 

Singular Plural 
boy boys 
monkey monkeys 

 
2. For nouns with a consonant before the y, change the y to i and add es. 

 
Singular Plural 
country countries 
baby babies 

 
Rules for Possessive Nouns 

 
To make a singular noun possessive just add ’s. 
 

Noun Possessive Noun 
horse horse’s corral 
Chris Chris’s gloves 

 
If a plural noun ends in s, add an ’ (apostrophe) after the s 
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Noun Possessive Noun 
boys boys’ hats 
dresses dresses’ color 

 
Plural and singular nouns that become plural by changing their spelling, add ’s for 

both the singular and plural possessive 
 

Noun Possessive Noun 
child child’s doll 
children children’s dolls 
goose goose’s beak 
geese geese’s beaks 
man man’s shirt 
men men’s shirts 

 
Pronouns 

 
A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun. 
 

Person of Pronouns 
 
First person: used in place of the name of the speaker 
 

I will be able to come to the party. 
We can have pizza for dinner. 

 
Second person: used to name the person or thing spoken to 
 

Heidi, did you do your homework? 
Will you be able to make a pie? 

 
Third person: used to name the person/thing spoken about 
 

It is time to leave for the play. 
She sang in the school choir. 
The principal called on him. 
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Singular Pronouns 
 
 Subject Possessive Object 
 Pronouns Pronouns Pronouns 
 (Subject of (Shows (After 
 sentence) ownership) action verb) 
 
First Person I my, mine me 
 
Second Person you your, yours you 
 
Third Person he his him 
 she her, hers her 
 it its it 
 

Plural Pronouns 
 
 Subject Possessive Object 
 Pronouns Pronouns Pronouns 
 (Subject of (Shows (After  
 sentence) ownership) action verb) 
 
First Person we our, ours us 
 
Second Person you your, yours you 
 
Third Person they their, theirs, them 
 

Verbs 
 
A verb shows action and tells what nouns and pronouns do.  There are several different 

types of verbs. 
 
Action verbs are verbs that show or tell what the subject is doing. 
 

Jerry played his saxophone. 
Carla stood on the ladder. 

 
Linking verbs are verbs that do not express mental or physical action.  They connect 

or link the subject to a noun or an adjective in the predicate. 
 

Mary appeared happy to arrive. 
The Ferris wheel is my favorite carnival ride. 
The soup tastes awful. 
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Helping verbs help the main verb to express action or make a statement. 
 

The first show will be seen at 6:00. 
You must clean up your room this evening. 
Chantel did bring her painting to school. 

 
 

Regular and Irregular Verbs 
 
Regular verbs form the past by adding ed or by adding has, have, or had with the 

verb. 
 

Present Past Past Participle 
I talk. I talked.  I have talked. 
We play. We played. We have played. 

 
Irregular verbs form their past and past participle in some way other than adding ed.  

They can do this three ways: 
 

1.  By changing a vowel 
 

Present Past Past Participle 
sing sang have sung 
come came have come 

 
2.  By changing a vowel and consonants 

 
Present Past Past Participle 
do did have done 
see saw have seen 

 
3.  By making no change 

 
Present Past Past Participle 
hit hit have hit 
hurt hurt have hurt 

 
Common Irregular Verbs 

 
Present  Past  Past Participle (plus 
  has, have, or had) 
be was, were been 
beat beat beat 
become became become 
begin began begun 
bite bit bitten 
bleed bled bled 
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Present  Past  Past Participle (plus 
  has, have, or had) 
blow blew blown 
break broke broken 
bring brought brought 
build built built 
buy bought bought 
catch caught caught 
choose chose chosen 
come came come 
cut cut  cut 
do did done 
draw drew drawn 
drink drank drunk 
drive drove driven 
eat ate eaten 
fall fell fallen 
feed fed fed 
feel felt felt 
fight fought fought 
find found found 
fly flew flown 
forget forgot  forgotten 
freeze froze frozen 
get got gotten 
give gave given 
go went  gone 
grow grew grown 
have had had 
hear heard heard 
hide hid hidden 
hit hit hit 
hold held held 
hurt hurt hurt 
keep kept kept 
know knew known 
lay laid laid 
leave left left 
lend lent  lent 
let let  let 
lie lay lain 
lose lost lost 
make made made 
mean meant meant 
meet met met 
pay paid paid 
put put put 
quit quit quit 
read read read 
ride rode ridden 
ring rang rung 
rise rose risen 
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Present  Past  Past Participle (plus 
  has, have, or had) 
run ran run 
say said said 
see saw seen 
sell sold sold 
send sent sent 
set set set 
shake shook shaken 
shine shone shone 
show showed shown, showed 
shut shut shut 
sing sang sung 
sit sat sat 
sleep slept slept 
speak spoke spoken 
speed sped sped 
spend spent spent 
stand stood stood 
steal stole stolen 
swear swore sworn 
swim swam swum 
take took taken 
teach taught taught 
tear tore torn 
tell told told 
think thought thought 
throw threw thrown 
understand understood understood 
wake woke, waked waked 
wear wore worn 
win won won 
write wrote written 

 
Subject and Verb Agreement 

 
If the subject is singular, the verb must be singular. 
 

The boy is happy to be home. 
 
If the subject is plural, the verb must also be plural. 
 

The boys are happy to be home. 
 
Remember.  Almost all nouns ending in s or es are plural, but almost all verbs ending in s 

are singular. 
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Adjectives 
 
Adjectives describe nouns and pronouns and can be recognized because they answer 

the questions: 
 

How many? nine boys 
What kind? pepperoni pizza 
Which ones? that one 

 
Proper adjectives are formed from proper nouns and are always capitalized. 
 

She likes German food, American music, and Japanese art. 
 

Positive, Comparative, Superlative Forms of Adjectives 
 
Positive describes one person, place, thing, or idea. 
 
Comparative compares two people, places, things, or ideas. 
 
Superlative compares three or more people, places, things, or ideas. 
 

Positive Comparative Superlative 
loud louder loudest 
short shorter shortest 
good  better best 
beautiful more/less beautiful most/least beautiful 
merry merrier merriest 

 
Remember.  Use er and est with most two-syllable adjectives and use more, 

most/less, or least with the remaining two-syllable adjectives.  For three or more 
syllable adjectives always use more, most/less, or least. 

 
Articles 

 
The articles a, an, and the are adjectives. 
 

The can was an antique. 
A child may need to nap more often. 

 
Adverbs 

 
Adverbs describe or modify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs; they often end in ly; 

and can be recognized because they answer the questions: 
 

When? We will start now. 
 Go to school later. 
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Where? John played here. 
 He threw it away. 
How? Brush your teeth thoroughly. 
 He threw the ball easily. 
How often? She never smiles. 
 They always play catch. 
To what extent? He is very funny. 
 This is too much. 

 
Positive, Comparative, Superlative Forms of Adverbs 

 
Positive Comparative Superlative 
well better best 
badly worse worst 
quickly more quickly most quickly 
fairly less fairly least fairly 

 
Remember.  Well is an adverb that describes the verb (Did you do well on the test?).  

Good is an adjective that describes a noun (He is a good boy.). 
 

Commonly Misused Words 
 
To, too, two 
 

To:  a preposition that can mean “in the direction of.”  Give the candy to 
Blake. 

 
Too: an adverb meaning very or it can mean also.  We will be too tired to go 

with you.  Would you like to go too? 
 
Two: is a number. 

 
There, their, they’re 

 
There: tells where.  Go over there to get your ticket.  There are many toys in 

the box. 
Their: shows ownership.  Their store will be closed today. 

 
They’re: is a contraction for they are.  They’re in line for tickets. 

 
Sit, set 
 

Sit: to put your body in a chair.  Please sit here by me. 
 
Set: means to place something.  Set the books on the table. 
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Lie, lay 
 

Lie: means to recline.  Most people lie down to take a nap.  He lay on the 
couch yesterday.  He has lain there all afternoon. 

 
Lay: means to put something down or place it.  Lay the fruit on the table.  I 

laid it there yesterday.  We have laid it there many times. 
 
Remember.  When in doubt, look the word up in the dictionary. 
 

Prepositions 
 
Prepositions are words that show location, position, or direction.  Some common 

prepositions are: 
 

about between over 
above beyond past 
across but since 
after by through 
against concerning throughout 
along down to 
amid during toward 
among except under 
around for underneath 
at from until 
before in unto 
behind into up 
below like upon 
beneath of with 
beside off within 
besides on without 

 
Maria ran to her grandmother’s house. 
Maria ran around her grandmother’s house. 
Maria walked past her grandmother’s house. 
Maria walked toward her grandmother’s house. 

 
Conjunctions 

 
There are three kinds of conjunctions that connect words, groups of words, or 

sentences. 
 

1. Coordinating: and, but, or, nor, yet 
 

Jason is good at hitting and fielding a baseball. 
Jason and Jerry practice and play baseball. 
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2. Correlative: both…and not only…but also either…or 
 neither…nor whether…or 

 
Both Jason and Jerry are either at practice or at home. 
Neither Jason nor Jerry missed practice. 

 
3. Subordinate: after before unless 
 although if until 
 as in order that when 
 as if since whenever 
 as long as so that where  
 as soon as than wherever 
 because though while 

 
Jason and Jerry went home as soon as they finished practice. 
When Jason and Jerry finished practice, they went home. 
Although Jason and Jerry finished practice, they did not go home. 

 
Types of Sentences 

 
Declarative sentences make statements and are the most common type. 
 

This winter has really been cold. 
I prefer to eat salads in the summer. 

 
Interrogative sentences ask questions. 
 

Do you plan to travel to New York? 
Would you like to have tea and crumpets or pizza and Coke? 

 
Imperative sentences give commands. 
 

Open your books and start the lesson. 
Come home right after the movie. 

 
Exclamatory sentences show strong feelings or emotions. 
 

That moose is huge! 
I’m really glad the test is over! 

 
Interjections 

 
Interjection is a word or phrase that expresses strong feelings of emotion or surprise 

and is punctuated with a coma or an exclamation point. 
 

Wow! That fire is huge! 
Really, are you that tall? 
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Rules of Punctuation 
 

Period 
 
Use a period at the end of a sentence that makes a statement, gives a command, or 

makes a request. 
 

Statement. Your hair looks very nice today. 
Command. Get your books and come with me. 
Request. Please bring potato salad for the luncheon. 

 
Use a period after an abbreviation. 
 

Mrs. Mr. Ms. Dr. Feb. Tues. 
 
Use a period after an initial used as the first letter of a name. 
 

J. F. Kennedy Heather R. Garcia 
 

Question Mark 
 
Use a question mark at the end of an interrogative sentence, which is a sentence 

that asks a question. 
 

Who will be the first person to finish the test? 
During the play no one will be allowed to talk, will they? 

 
Exclamation Point 

 
Use an exclamation point to express a strong feeling or make a strong point. 
 

Yeah!  We won! 
That new car is awesome! 

 
Comma 

 
Use a comma between words or phrases in a series.  A series is three or more words 

or phrases in a row. 
 

When I bake a cake, I like to have the measuring cups, bowls, and ingredients 
all ready before I begin. 
At the mall we bought new shoes, shopped at Sears, ate lunch, and got a 
birthday present for Dad. 

 
Use a comma in a compound sentence to separate two or more independent clauses 

that are connected by and, so, nor, yet, and but.  Note that an independent 
clause expresses a complete thought and can stand alone as a separate simple 
sentence. 
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I’m going to town, and I’m going to eat an ice cream when I get there. 
I went to town, but I didn’t eat any ice cream. 

 
Use a comma to separate two or more adjectives when they equally modify the same 

noun. 
 

They used many sparkling, iridescent sequins to decorate the dress. 
 
Use a comma to set off a word or phrase that is explanatory, meaning that it helps to 

explain. 
 

My sister, anxious to explain what happened, told us how she cut her leg. 
The teacher’s lesson, although important, was so boring that we all fell asleep. 

 
Use a comma to set off parts in an address or a date. 
 

I live at 6547 Kay Street, Buffalo, Wyoming 82483. 
The date for our 25th anniversary is June 6, 2010. 

 
Use a comma to set off an appositive phrase from the rest of the sentence.  Note that 

an appositive phrase renames or restates the noun or pronoun before it. 
 

The presenter, a very famous author, will arrive on Saturday. 
James, my obnoxious brother, actually helped me clean up after the party. 

 
Use a comma to set off parenthetical expressions such as: 
 

however for example of course nevertheless 
on the contrary in fact on the other hand in my opinion. 

 
The weather, by the way, was beautiful. 
Mary, however, will not be attending the play. 

 
Semicolon 

 
Use a semicolon to join two independent clauses when there is no connecting 

word such as and, or, but, nor, or yet.  Note that independent clauses are 
sentences that can stand-alone. 

 
After the play we had a nice luncheon; then I decided to go shopping. 
Pick up Byrdee from the library; take Ella to the pool. 

 
Use a semicolon to separate groups of words in a series if they already contain 

commas. 
 

Dogs like warm, soft, comfortable beds; a toy to chew on; and someone to play 
with. 
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Colon 
 
Use a colon between parts of a number to show time. 
 

11:15 a.m. 3:30 p.m. 12:00 midnight 
 
Use a colon after the greeting or salutation in a business letter. 
 

Dear Sir: Dear Ms. Booth: Gentlemen: Madam: 
 
Use a colon to begin or introduce a list. 
 

Please bring the following materials to class: pencils, paper, eraser, and a 
compass. 

 
Hyphen 

 
Use a hyphen to separate the syllables of a word that is split be- 

tween two lines. 
 
Use a hyphen to join compound numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine. 
 
Use a hyphen to form new words that begin with the prefixes all, self, great, ex, etc. 
 

all-around good guy self-defrosting refrigerator ex-patriot 
great-grandfather mayor-elect drug-free 

 
Quotation Marks 

 
Use quotation marks to set off the exact words spoken by a person from the rest of 

the sentence. 
 

Mary asked, “When will we be able to open the presents?” 
 
Use a single quotation mark before and after titles of poems or stories, if they are 

within another set of quotes. 
 

“I really enjoyed reading Poe’s ‘Annabel Lee’.” said Jasper. 
 
Use quotation marks to set off titles of short stories, songs, poems, book chapters, 

and articles in encyclopedias, magazines, and newspapers. 
 

“The Highwayman” ⎯  a poem 
“The Last Leaf” ⎯ a short story 
“Yankee Doodle Dandy” ⎯ song 
“Growing Taller” ⎯ a chapter in a book 
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Rules for Capitalization 
 
There are many rules for capitalization. 
 

Capitalize the first word in a sentence. 
 

We will go to the zoo today. 
 

Capitalize proper nouns.  A proper noun is the name of a particular person, 
place, or thing. 

 
Person: Barbara, James, Maria, Mrs. Jackson 
Place: Wisconsin, Europe, San Diego, River Road 
Thing: Chevrolet, Microsoft, Sunday, March 

 
Capitalize proper adjectives. 

 
Italian pizza French bread Nigerian student 
English bulldog Greek dance American flag 

 
Always capitalize the pronoun I. 

 
Capitalize the names of historical events, documents, and periods of time. 

 
The Constitution World War ll Renaissance 
Civil War The Bible Great Depression 

 
Capitalize abbreviations. 

 
Mr. Before the full name of a man. 
Mrs. Before the full name of a woman. 
Ms. Before the full name of a young woman or a girl. 
Dr. Doctor. 

 
Capitalize all words in a title except articles (a, an, the), short prepositions 

(of, to, at), and coordinate conjunctions (and, but, or), for titles of 
newspapers, magazines, books, songs, plays, poems, movies, stories, 
and essays. 

 
Book: Fate Is the Hunter (titles of books are italicized or 

underlined) 
Newspaper: New York Times 
Magazine: Family Circle 
Song: America the Beautiful 
Poem: The Road Not Taken (beginning articles are capitalized) 
Movie: Gone With the Wind 
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Capitalize the names of businesses and the specific official names of their 
products. 

 
Chevrolet cars Hershey’s chocolates Pizza Hut restaurant 
Heinz catsup Q-tips cotton swabs Safeway stores 

 
Capitalize the days of the week, months of the year, and holidays. 

 
Tuesday March Christmas Hanukah 

 
Do not capitalize the names of seasons.  This is a common mistake. 

 
spring summer fall autumn winter 

 
Capitalize words like mother, father, aunt, and uncle when they are used as 

names. 
 

Today Uncle Jack bought me a book at the store. 
Mother and Father will chaperone the dance. 

 
Do not capitalize words like uncle, dad, mother, father, grandma, 

grandmother, etc. if they come after a possessive pronoun (his, our, 
my, your). 

 
My grandmother is going to take your dad to the doctor.  (Grandmother 
and dad are not used as names.) 

 
Pronunciation Key 

 
Letter Pronunciation Letter Pronunciation 
a asp, cat, panda, laugh b bed, table, club 

ay ape, make, play, wait d dip, needle, bad 

ah ah, car, father f fall, often, offer 

air hair, mare, share, pear g get, haggle, bog 
aw paw, all, taught, bought, talk h her, ahead, hard 

e every, ten, said, bury j jump, agile, badge 

ee even, each, bee, conceit k kill, kick, cook, pique 

eer ear, cheer, pier, weird, cereal kw quill, choir, acquit 

eye ice, aisle, buy, bye, by, bite l less, bull, little 

i it, hit, spin, manage m man, simmer ,column, climb 
o all, pot, dock, hones n noon, son, knot, sodden 

oh so, sew, owe, tone, toe, show, coat ng sang, thank, angle 

Letter Pronunciation Letter Pronunciation 
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oo ooze, book, could, pull, crew p pat, pop, apple, top 

ooh boot, ooze, too, rule, suit r rear, flurry, rhyme, write 

ow now, clown, out, house, bough s sauce, mass, city, whistle 

oy boy, oil, poise, noise sh shop, addition, tissue 

u up, color, cut, above t tight, cattle, hat,  
uh around, modem, edible, lemon th think, breath, truth, nothing 

ur urn, firm, herd, word, heard thh those, breathe, other 

y year, onion, yard v view, liver, have 

yoo cure, uranium, pure w wall, always, one,  

yooh you, cue, beautiful, use z zebra, dazzle, rise 

zh beige, pleasure, leisure 

 
Spelling Rules 

 
In general i is before e except after c, or when it sounds like an a as in neighbor and 

weigh. 
 

Some exceptions: either, neither, leisure, seize, weird 
 
When a word ends in y that comes after a consonant, change the y to i before adding 

any suffix that begins with a vowel. 
 

happy…happiness worry…worried 
beauty…beautiful mystery…mysterious 

 
When a word ends in a silent e, drop the e before adding a suffix that begins with a 

vowel. 
 

Hike…hiking like…liking 
Mine…mining lose…losing 

 
When a one-syllable word ends in a consonant preceded by a vowel such as stop, 

double the final consonant before adding a suffix that begins with a vowel. 
 

stop…stopping mat…matting beg…begging 
begin…beginning hop…hopping slip…slipping 
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Homonyms, Antonyms, Synonyms 
 

Homonyms are two or more words that sound alike but have different meanings. 
 

beat…beet buy…by…bye their…there…they’re 
 
Antonyms are two words that mean the opposite of each other. 
 

hot…cold run…walk laugh…cry 
 
Synonyms are two words that have the same meaning 
 

big…large small…tiny pretty…beautiful 
 

Literary Devices/Figures of Speech 
 
A simile compares using like or as. 
 

The engine purred like a contented cat. 
 
A personification describes something non-human with human qualities. 
 

The morning sun smiled down on the children. 
 
Hyperbole is an exaggerated statement. 
 

Her laugh was so obnoxious it made the windows in the room slam shut. 
He ate a million hot dogs at the picnic. 

 
Metaphor compares two different things saying the one is the other.  A metaphor uses 

is instead of like or as. 
 

Her hair is a shimmering waterfall. 
 
Alliteration repeats the beginning consonant sounds in words. 
 

The black birddog boldly began to bark. 
 
Assonance is the repetition of two or more of the same vowel sounds in a word or the 

repetition of two or more of the same consonant sounds in a word. 
 

The girl started to hurl after going for a whirl on the merry-go-round. 
 
Onomatopoeia is a word that sounds like the noise it describes. 
 

Snap your fingers, tap your toes, and buzz like a bee. 
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Prefix, Suffix, Root 
 
Below are tables of common prefixes, suffixes, and roots. 
 
PREFIX DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
a-, ad-, as-, at- toward, to, near aside, admit, assist, attend 
a-, an- not, without amoral, anemia 
ab-, abs- away from absent, absolve 
anti- against antiwar 
auto self automobile, autobiography 
cata- down, with catalog 
co-, cog-, col-, com-, con-, 
cor- 

together , with coexist, cogitate, colander, 
comment, confront, correct 

de- do the opposite, take away 
from  

decrease 

di-, dif- Apart, separate, opposite division, different 
dis- not, opposite of , exclude, 

apart 
distract, distrust 

e-, ex- out, out of, from emit, extra, exit 
en-, em- in, put into engage, embarrass 
extra- beyond extracurricular, extraordinary 
il-, im-, in-, ir- not, in illegal, import, indent, 

irregular 
in-, im-, il- in, into into, impact 
inter- between Interfere, interstate 
mal- bad malformation  
mis- wrong mischief 
mono- one monologue, monoplane 
multi- many multiply 
non- not, no nonsense 
ob-, oc-, of, op- toward, against object, occupy, offer, opposite 
per- through permit 
post- after postpone 
pre- before prescribe 
pro- for, forward propel 
re- back, again reapply 
se- apart, away from seclude 
semi- half semicircle 
sub- under submarine 
sup- to take, above supper, support 
sur- to live, exist survive 
sus- up, to keep up suspend 
super- over, above super charge 
syn-, sym-, sys-. syl- with, together synonym, sympathy, system, 

syllable 
trans- across, beyond, change transport, transform 
un- not, against, opposite unending 
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SUFFIX – NOUN DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
-acy, -cy state or quality privacy, infancy` 
-age activity, act of courage, usage 
-al action, result of action festival, proposal 
-an person  magician, guardian 
-ance, -ence action, result of, state, process performance, independence 
-ancy, -ency state, quality, or capacity truancy, vacancy, agency 
-ant, -ent an agent, something that 

performs the action 
dependent, disinfectant 

-ate state, office, function candidate, delegate 
-ation action, resulting state alteration, specialization 
-dom place or state of being wisdom 
-er, -or action, person or thing that 

does something 
singer, dancer, drummer, 
porter, collector 

-ful amount or quantity that fills mouthful, handful 
-ian, -an related to, one that is pedestrian, human 
-ia names, diseases phobia, claustrophobia  
-iatry art of healing psychiatry  
-ic, -ics related to the arts and 

sciences 
arithmetic, economics 

-ice act malice 
-ing material made for, activity, 

result of activity 
flooring, swimming, building 
(the result of making a 
structure) 

-ion condition or action instruction 
-ism doctrine, belief, action or 

conduct 
optimism, formalism, 
conservatism 

-ist person or member dentist, podiatrist, manicurist 
-ite product or part hematite, graphite,  
-ity, ty state or quality popularity, novelty 
-ive condition native  
-ment condition or result involvement, document 
-ness state, condition, quality kindness, usefulness 
-or condition or activity valor 
-ory place for, serves for territory 
-ship status, condition relationship, leadership 
-ure act, condition, process, 

function 
failure, exposure 

-y condition, result of an activity society, victory 
   
SUFFIX – VERB  DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
-ate cause to be, active activate, graduate 
-ed past tense danced, slipped, moved 
-en to cause to become sweeten, moisten 
-er, -or action singer, clamor 
-ify cause purify, specify 
-ing present participle moving, depicting 
-ize cause fantasize 
-ure act conjecture 
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SUFFIX – ADJECTIVE  DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
-able, -ible worth, ability solvable, perishable, incredible 
-al, -ial, ical quality, relation structural, territorial, categorical 
-ant, -ent, -ient kind of agent, indication important, dependent, 

convenient 
-ar, -ary resembling, related to spectacular, monetary, unitary 
-ate kind of state inviolate 
-ed having the quality of  terraced 
-en material, made of  silken, wooden 
-er comparative smarter, brighter, bigger 
-est superlative smartest, brightest, biggest 
-ful having, giving, marked by eventful, fanciful 
-ic, -ical quality of, relation magic, magical 
-ile having the qualities of  projectile 
-ing activity cohering 
-ive, -ative, -itive having the quality of  impulsive, festive, cooperative, 

sensitive 
-less  without missing motionless, spotless 
-ous, -eous, -ose, ious having the quality of, relating 

to 
adventurous, monotonous, 
courageous, verbose, fractious 

-y marked by, having hungry, thirsty, happy, stuffy 
lumpy 

   
SUFFIX – ADVERB  DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
-fold in a manner of, marked by fourfold  
-ly in the manner of wistfully, fluently 
-ward  in a direction or manner homeward, westward, wayward 
-wise in the manner of, with regard time wise, education wise  
   
ROOT DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
act, ag – Latin do, act, drive active, react, agent, agitate 
am, ami – Latin love, like amorous 
anim – Latin  mind, life, spirit, anger animal, animate, animosity 
annu, enni – Latin  yearly annual, anniversary, perennial 
auc, aug, aut – Latin to originate, to increase augment 
aud, audit, aur – Latin  hear audible, audience, auditorium, 

audition 
bene, ben – Latin  good, well, gentle benign, benefit, benefactor 
bio, bi – Greek  life  biology, biography 
bibli, biblio – Greek  book bibliophile (a person who likes 

or collects books) 
brev – Latin short abbreviate 
cap, cas, ceiv, cept, cid – 
Latin  

to take, to seize, to hold capable, occasion, receive, 
concept, capture, accident 

ceas, cede, ceed, cess – 
Latin 

go, yield precede, proceed, succession 

chron – Greek time chronic, chronological 
clam, claim – Latin shout clamor, proclaim, exclaim 
cogn, gnos – Latin know to know recognize, cognizant 
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ROOT DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
corp – Latin body corporate, corpse 
cre, cresc, cret – Latin grow create, crescent, accretion, 

increase 
cred – Latin trust, believe incredible, credit, credo 
cour, cur, curr, curs – Latin run, course discourse, occur, excursion 
dic, dict, dit - Latin say, speak indicate, predict, verdict 
doc, doct – Latin teach, prove docile, doctor, document 
dog, dox – Greek  thought, idea dogma, orthodox, paradox 
dec, dign – Latin suitable decent, decorate, dignity 
duc, duct – Latin lead, pull produce, conduct, aqueduct 
ev, et – Latin time, age medieval, eternal 
fac, fact, fec, fic, fas, fea – 
Latin 

make do, do factory, fact, effect, difficult, 
fashion, feasible 

fer – Latin carry refer, fertile, infer 
fict, feign, fain – Latin shape, make, fashion fiction, feign, faint 
fid – Latin belief, faith confide, fidelity 
fig – Latin form, shape, figure figure, figment, effigy 
flu, fluct, flux – Latin flow fluid 
form – Latin shape format, formula 
fract, frag, frai – Latin break fracture, fragile, frail 
gen, gin – Greek to give birth, kind generate, generally, gingerly 
geo – Greek earth geography, geology  
gor – Greek to gather, to bring together category 
grad, gress, gree – Latin step, go, move grade, progress, degree 
graph, gram graf – Greek write, draw graphic, grammar, graphite 
her, hes – Latn to stick adhere, hesitate 
jac, ject, jet – Latin to throw trajectory, reject, eject 
jug, junct, just – Latin to join junction, adjust 
lex, leag, leg – Latin law league, legal, college 
lect, leg, lig – Latin choose, gather, select, read collect, legible, eligible 
loc – Greek place location 
log – Greek say, speech, word, reason, 

study 
logic, analogous 

luc, lum lust – Latin light translucent, illuminate, illustrate 
man, manu – Latin hand, make do manage, manufacture 
mem – Latin recall, remember memory, commemorate 
ment – Latin mind mental, mention 
min – Latin little, small minor, minute 
mit, miss – Latin send transmit, admit, missile, remit 
mob, mov, mot – Latin move mobile, motion, remove 
nasc, nat, gnant, nai – Latin to be born nascent, native, pregnant, naïve 
nom, nym – Latin name nominate, synonym 
nov – Latin new novice, novelty 
oper – Latin work operate 
pat, pass, path – Latin feel, suffer patient, passion, sympathy 
ped – Latin, pod - Greek foot impede, pedestal, podium 
pel, puls – Latin drive, push repel, repulse 
pend, pond – Latin to hang, weigh append, suspend 
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ROOT DEFINITION EXAMPLE 
phan, phas, phen, fan, phant, 
fant – Greek  

show, make visible phantom, fantasy 

phil – Greek love philosopher 
phon – Greek sound phonetic, telephone 
pict – Latin paint, show, draw picture, depict 
port – Latin carry transport, import 
pli, ply – Latin fold reply, implicate, ply 
pon, pos – Latin put, place postpone, position 
psych – Greek soul, spirit psychology 
quir, quis, quesst, quer – Latin seek, ask query, inquire, exquisite, quest 
rupt – Latn break erupt, rupture 
sci, scio – Latin to know conscious, science 
scrib, scrip – Latin write prescribe, script 
sent, sens – Latin feel, think sentiment, sensation 
sequ, secut, sue – Latin follow sequence, consecutive, ensue 
sist – Latin to withstand, make up insist 
soci – Latin to join, companions sociable, society 
sol – Latin alone solitary, isolate 
solv, solu, solut – Latin loosen, explain solve, absolute, soluble 
spec, spi, spic, spect – Latin look inspect, spectator, prospect 
spir – Latin breath, soul respiration, inspire 
stab, stat, stab, stand – Latin stand stature, establish, stance 
strain, strict, string, sting – 
Latin 

bind, pull restrain, constrict, stringent, 
prestige 

stru, struct, stroy – Latin build structure, destroy, obstruct 
tact, tang, tig, ting – Latin touch tactile, tangible, contiguous, 

contingent 
tele – Greek distance, from afar  telepathy, telephone, telegraph 
tend, tens – Latin stretch contend, extensive 
tain, ten, tent, tin – Latin hold, keep, have retain, tenacious, content, 

continue 
term – Latin end, boundary, limit terminal, exterminate 
terr – Latin earth territory, terrain 
test – Latin see, witness attest, testify 
therm – Greek heat thermal, thermometer 
tor, tors, tort – Latin twist torment, torment, contort 
tract, trai, treat – Latin pull, draw, to drag attract, traction, subtract 
uni – Latin one unite, uniform, unity 
vac – Latin empty vacant, vacate 
ven, vent – Latin come convene, invent, prevent 
ver – Latin true verify 
verb, verv – Latin word verbalize, verify, veracity 
vers, vert – Latin turn, change versatile, convert 
vid, vie, vis – Latin see video, review, visible 
vit, viv – Latin live vital, vitality, revive 
voc, voke – Latin call vocal, revoke 
volv, volt, vol – Latin roll, turn  revolve, revolt, evolution 
 


